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Program Overview

Introduction

Overview

This guide introduces onRamp to Algebra, a program designed to 
ensure that at-risk students are successful in Algebra 1. It is an 
intensive intervention program that builds and solidifies foundational 
skills and conceptual understanding necessary to be successful in 
algebra. 

This guide also introduces the program design and the Workshop 
model used to teach an onRamp to Algebra lesson. 

Built on the proven success of the Ramp Up to Algebra model, onRamp 
to Algebra is a forty-five-minute mathematics course that is designed 
specifically for students who are at risk of failing Algebra 1.

Unlike traditional “catch-up” programs, onRamp to Algebra is designed 
to be taken prior to Algebra 1. The program’s goal is to accelerate 
students’ learning to the level needed to be successful in the gateway 
courses to advanced mathematics, such as Algebra 1. The lessons 
and units examine common student misconceptions and teachers 
work with students to revise these misconceptions and deepen their 
mathematical understanding.
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Units onRamp to Algebra consists of six content focused units:

• Unit 1: Foundations for Algebra
• Unit 2: Operations with Fractions
• Unit 3: Positive and Negative Numbers
• Unit 4: Ratio and Proportionality
• Unit 5: Showing Relationships with Graphs
• Unit 6: Expressions, Equations, and Exponents

Teach each of the six units using the flexible Workshop model. This 
model requires students to analyze concepts deeply, evaluate the 
appropriateness of their approach to solving a problem, and explain 
their work to a partner or small group. 

Within the lessons for each unit, students routinely work together 
to understand alternative approaches for solving a problem, discuss 
similarities and differences in approaches, and investigate possible 
errors in understanding.
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Content Design What will students need to know when they get to algebra? The 
program answers this question through a clear and efficient path from 
arithmetic to algebra. 

onRamp to Algebra was designed to create an explicit and cohesive 
program based on mathematical concepts and to provide students with 
a variety of problems and skills to expose them to rich mathematical 
experiences. 

The program was also designed to do the following:

• Teach students to use concepts in a variety of real-life situations.
• Direct and emphasize student interactions.
• Use simple algebra to teach the fundamentals of arithmetic.
• Instruct students to comprehend and speak the language of

mathematics.

Concepts are carefully sequenced so that foundations are firmly built 
and each topic is taught in sufficient depth. This careful progression 
pulls students beyond rehearsal into thinking strategically about the 
problem and its mathematics. 
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Problems are designed to provide natural learning environments 
through authentic and meaningful real-world problems. 

The onRamp to Algebra lessons carefully balance concepts and problem 
solving with essential skills practice. This practice is regular and 
efficient, and it focuses only on facts and procedures that should be 
automatic. 

Underlying each lesson are three essential outcomes for a solid 
understanding of mathematics:

• Mathematical reasoning
• Concept application
• Mathematical discourse
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Essentials

Lesson  
Components

Opening

Work Time

Closing 

Homework 

Review

Both teacher and student materials are available for onRamp to 
Algebra.

onRamp to Algebra follows the Workshop model of Opening, Work 
Time, and Closing.

The Opening is a period of interactive instruction that lasts 
approximately ten minutes. Engage students with the concept and 
allow them to interact directly with the mathematics.
An animated lesson launch and write-on presentation screens tie 
directly to the start of the lesson in the Student Edition.

The Work Time is approximately twenty-five minutes of independent 
work, followed by partner or small-group work. Students explore a 
concept and work through a specified problem set. Coach students 
to help them understand the concept at a deeper level and make 
connections between mathematical concepts.

The Closing is a ten-minute block where students summarize their 
understandings of the topic and share their solution strategies with 
the rest of the class. Guide conversations to ensure that key ideas are 
made explicit.

The Homework builds on the Work Time, where problems reinforce the 
lesson’s concept. The Homework feature concludes with a short set of 
skill exercises. Students can complete the Homework in the Student 
Edition or online where they have access to animations, videos, and 
additional mathematical tools.

This guide provided an introduction to the onRamp to Algebra 
mathematics program. 

onRamp to Algebra lessons are taught through the Workshop 
model and are deliberately structured to lead students to become 
independent in the mathematical world by doing, talking, reading, and 
writing about math. 
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